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Where?



What?

Developer wants 52 single family 
lots in this space:



Density

25 houses on 25 lots

(Including the houses 
on the east side of N. 
Alder would be 38 
lots/houses)



Density

Here’s an overlay of the 25 homes 
from the original neighborhood 
onto the property:



And another view of the same 
thing in 3D:



25 “original” homes on the 
property being divided into 52 
single family homes:



Density

There are 38 lots/homes in the 
yellow box.

52 homes to go in similar-sized lot 
is out of character for the heart of 
Azalea Park.

This property is less than 100 feet 
from the Yucatan Park playground 
and is at an existing traffic choke-
point in the neighborhood.



Developer’s Traffic Study

• Scope:
• Only a ¼ mile radius

• What was the purpose of the study?
• Bus routes and alternate transportation?
• Study seemed to merely identify public transportation and estimate new trips from 

the proposed development within this limited zone.



Traffic Study



Traffic Study

These are not conclusions or 
recommendations.

Other than the “580 trips” bullet 
point, this was all in the developer’s 
PSP.

Is part of the Study missing?



Traffic Study

• 580 daily trips (each inbound/outbound leg is a trip)

• There are only three (3) ways someone living in “Yucatan Gardens” can exit the 
development, and thus, exit Azalea Park:

• Right turn out of the development:

1) Will hit two-way stop at Yucatan/Alder-Dahlia (Alder-Dahlia traffic does not stop)

• Left turn out of the development:

2) Will pass Yucatan/Japonica and be able to take a right on Japonica (but why?  To possibly to snake 
through the neighborhood to hit Lake Underhill at Cosmos (where you can only take a right turn))

3) Will hit 4-way stop signs at Yucatan/Forsyth – north on Forsyth toward Blue Diamond and Colonial 
Drive or south on Forsyth to snake through the neighborhood to hit Lake Underhill at Cosmos (where 
you can only take a right turn).
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Traffic Study

• Is this really 580 trips (recognizing each inbound/outbound is a trip)?.
• Approximately 290 round trips?

• There are three (3) ways someone can exit Azalea Park from “Yucatan 
Gardens”: 1

2
3

only

Blue Diamond
Development

Baywoods
Development



Heading westbound on Dahlia toward Semoran/436.  This is the Baptist School 
pickup traffic causing a bottleneck on Dahlia



Blue Diamond

Yucatan Gardens

Baywoods

- Blue Diamond = ~49 homes on 31 acres (true, 18 
acres of that is a lake, but that spreads the density; 
and, there appears to be two entrance/exit points on 
Forsyth for Blue Diamond)

- Yucatan Gardens = ~52 homes on 13.7 acres (really 
less, since that figure includes the triangular shaped 
parcel that will not have homes. Single entrance/exit, 
directly across from Park.)

- Baywoods = ~565 homes??



Huge 108 acre “Baywoods” development at Lake Underhill and Cosmos



Between Yucatan Gardens, Blue Diamond and Baywoods, there are over 
650+ residences planned for this narrow corridor.

They will affect Lake Underhill, which is already clogged in this exact area.

Cosmos is right-turn only now due to the problem.  This has created new 
problems that are being addressed.

Traffic backs up on Lake Underhill from Goldenrod to beyond the 
Baywoods entrance at rush hour.

Traffic sometimes backs up on Dahlia near Semoran during the Baptist 
School drop-off – can cause problems for those trying to exit Azalea Park 
at the Dahlia/436 light and for people dropping off at the two schools on 
Willow Drive.

More and more Azalea Park streets are being used as cut-throughs for 
school traffic and to avoid delays at other choke points addressed above.

This will increase as Blue Diamond residents need to access Semoran and 
Lake Underhill.  They will necessarily traverse the same roads as the 
Yucatan Gardens residents because of their similarly-limited options.  
Forsyth/Yucatan 4-way stop lines are getting longer.

People coming from Yucatan Gardens will contribute to this problem as 
they must get to the geographic heart of Azalea Park every time they 
come and go, and they have limited options to get to that center.

Blue Diamond

Yucatan Gardens

Baywoods

Existing Traffic Recap



New Traffic Study?
• When will we know if developer 

must commission new traffic 
study?

• Proportionate share agreement?
• Capacity encumbrance letter?
• Is this property vested or exempt 

from this requirement?
• Is “failing” a physical condition 

(i.e. pavement quality) and/or a 
quantity/volume of cars 
measure?

From September 30, 2021 Public Hearing Report concerning 
the October 12, 2021 BCC Hearing



Misc.:  May 3, 2021 Comments from Developer to County

What does “This is understood” mean?

When does “This is understood” become “We have addressed the 
issue(s) by doing X, Y, Z”?

What, specifically, does this require the developer to do?



New Traffic Studies?
Does the City (Baywoods) communicate, 
coordinate, or work with the County (Blue 
Diamond, Yucatan Gardens) on developments 
when they are this close and impact one 
another?

Baywoods is a reality now.  Lake Underhill 
between Semoran and Goldenrod is doomed.



New Traffic Studies?
• Were any studies done to count the current volume of cars passing:

• the entrance/exit to the new development?
• See Wimberly YouTube videos:

• 10 minute time lapse at approx. 5:20 p.m. 10/12/2021: https://youtu.be/PZQSju5QfZg
• 10 minutes real time staring at 5:10 p.m. 10/12/2021: https://youtu.be/2bbkVC5Vi3I
• Almost 1 hour in 1 minute: https://youtu.be/IXsma98EYgQ (use Settings to play at ¼ speed, and show CC to see my 

comments)

• the 2-way stop at Yucatan and S. Alder (as it turns into Dahlia)?
• See YouTube videos – there is constant activity here, and it is the closest intersection to the new development
• 4-way stop here?  Traffic circle?

• The 4-way stop at Forsyth and Yucatan – also has constant activity – rush hour backups?

• If prior study did not take the above into consideration, should new studies be required 
now?
• County-run survey(s)?
• City/Baywoods?



Misc.:  May 3, 2021 Comments from Developer to County

Developer response is irrelevant.

October 12, 2021 hearing – comment made that the 53 lots 
was determined back in 1994!!

Is that accurate today?  How has the same number been 
approved despite all of the growth since 1994?  The park 
wasn’t there.



Misc.: May 3, 2021 Comments from Developer to County

In 2021, we have not figured out how to save a single tree during a construction project?  Or is this simple 
economics?

Will County accept the highlighted Response as making a good faith attempt to plan the development “in a creative 
configuration which protects and retains the existing tree canopy resources” as called for by the County’s Policies?  
The County specifically asked for revisions on this.

***Neighbors on Forsyth Oak Ct. will have tremendous changes to their skylines/sun/shade.  Entire triangular/pond 
portion of the property with no new homes must be cleared of all trees?  Why?  It is a natural buffer protecting the 
most-affected homeowners.







Forsyth Oak Ct.



Misc.: Front Wall



Misc.: Front Wall

Yucatan Park is directly across the street.  What will Yucatan Gardens back yards look like for the lots along 
Yucatan Drive?  Park pavilions are very close to this.  Will residents have different styles and colors of fences?  



Misc.: Front Wall



Misc.: Front Wall

Tuscany Pointe and Seville Pointe have buffer walls despite not having 8,000 cars pass by.  
Makes the area look nicer by hiding the non-native Azalea-Park architecture and density.



Misc.: May 3, 2021 Comments from Developer to County:

Yucatan Park is already over-capacity with 
the undersized parking lot.  People also 
park on south end of the Park on road 
shoulder and County easement.

Even if Yucatan Gardens residents do not 
use the parking lot, the skate park and 
basketball courts often have waiting 
times, as they did on 10/12/2021.  The 
skate park brings outsider traffic due to its 
quality.

Photo taken at 5:35 p.m. on Tuesday October 12, 2021 (day of Public Hearing)



Sunday, October 17, 2021 @ 6:05 p.m.

• Both playgrounds occupied
• Pavilion occupied with an event
• Basketball courts packed (w/ ppl waiting on bleachers)
• Sand Volleyball court full
• Skate park full (bikes, boards, scooters)
• Grass behind skate park in use with kids playing soccer
• Dog parks empty
• Parking lot overflowing, with cars parked on sidewalk and right of 

way and County easement on Cocos/South side of Park.



Source: developer’s report.  

What happened to the ~ 7 tortoises?

Misc.: May 3, 2021 Comments from Developer to County



Misc. – “Right Turn Only” From PSP

“RIGHT-TURN ONLY SIGN”

Will it really be right-turn only out of the development?



Misc.: Impact of Construction

• Given the limited paths to main roadways like Lake Underhill, Colonial, 
Semoran, and Goldenrod, how will construction affect traffic flow?

• Forsyth has had active construction from Blue Diamond – good example to look at 
for potential similar disruptions?  

• Estimated number of dump truck round trips?  Route?

• Will Yucatan Drive and/or Yucatan Park need to be closed during 
construction?
• It is a small road that currently serves a vital purpose to connect the eastern side of 

the neighborhood to the western side.  See my YouTube videos.  Becoming a 
bottleneck already.



Conclusion
• This is the largest and most embedded project to happen within 

Azalea Park since it was conceived in the 1950’s.
• It will permanently alter everything from existing residents’ commute 

times, to their experience at the park, to the shade their homes have 
received for decades, to the noises they hear while going to bed.

• Meteoric growth is all around Azalea Park, and this development 
must take into consideration the other residential projects already 
underway.

• Traffic along the major roads surrounding Azalea Park is already at a 
choking point, as conceded by the County, and the developer has not 
addressed it to this point.



There is no way to avoid seeing the problem 
when you look at this map.

We need to carefully consider these 
developments and other issues holistically and 
make the best long-term, smart decisions for all 
of Azalea Park.  

This highly-visible development will become 
synonymous with Azalea Park given its location 
directly across the street from the 
neighborhood park and given that the portion 
of Yucatan Drive in front of the development 
serves to connect the two halves of the 
neighborhood.  

Can that road support 52 homes and their 
construction?

Conclusion



• Requests:

• For the BCC to take into consideration the other developments and the current traffic within Azalea Park, 
including the surrounding “failing” main roads as already referenced by the County in communications with 
the developer.

• For the BCC or County to explain the waivers that the developer is seeking regarding recreation space and 
whether the waiver has already occurred.  If it has not occurred, deny the request, or, require developer to 
improve the park in some manner.

• For the BCC to consider whether the development, if allowed, should be reduced in size from 52 lots to a 
lower number.

• For the BCC to consider whether the developer has complied with the County’s instruction to preserve 
existing tree canopies where possible, and, require developer to try to save trees on at least the triangular 
parcel of land.  Buffer wall?

• For the BCC to require that the development have a buffer wall on at least  the Yucatan Drive side of the 
property and to address any buffer concerns with the residents on Forsyth Oak Ct.

• For the BCC or County to explain the concurrency process and timeline the developer will have for those 
related items such as capacity letters.

• For the BCC or County to explain the purpose behind the County’s continued references to failing roadways; 
and, what, if anything, those references require the developer to do.



Thank You!

Lake Azalea in the center of Azalea Park

Kevin W. Wimberly
101 Willow Drive
Azalea Park, FL 32807


